Novel algorithms based on the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) are proposed to estimate the size of relations resulting from join operations. We start with an approach in which the frequency distribution values are transformed using the DFT and the Fourier coe cients are used to construct histograms. Our main contribution is a direct approach which uses the amplitudes of the DFT coe cients iteratively. The proposed algorithm gives the exact join size using logarithmic space for the special case of self join. A generalization to compute the join of arbitrary relations is then used to develop two tree-based techniques that provide a spectrum of algorithms which interpolate storage requirements versus accuracy of the estimation obtained. Finally, we present experimental results to exhibit the e ectiveness of our approach.
Introduction
Query optimization is an important issue in Database Management Systems (DBMSs). There may be several ways for executing a given query. Finding all these di erent access plans and deciding the best one may not be practical for a user. As a result, DBMSs need to perform this complex optimization process by themselves. For this reason, most DBMSs use a component called the query optimizer. The aim of query optimizers in relational database systems is to select the most e cient way among all possible ways of executing a query. In practice this process requires approximating the cost of possible execution sequences and selecting the cheapest one in terms of a cost metric, which is usually the cumulative size of intermediate operations. Even though these possible ways result in the same answer, their execution sequence may be di erent, and hence they may result in di erent execution costs. A necessary procedure in estimating the execution cost of a query is to estimate the result size of each operation in each possible execution sequence. This information depends on the frequency distribution of the underlying data. In practice, most database systems store summarized information about the frequency distribution (or nd it dynamically when needed) and use this information to estimate the result size of various operations and then the cost of the executions. The accuracy of this approximation is crucial to the performance of the database systems. A small error introduced in the execution of a portion of the query can grow exponentially and a ect the overall performance considerably 7 .
In this paper, we propose novel techniques based on the Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) to estimate the size of relations resulting from join operations. Traditionally, the frequency distributions of the underlying data is stored in the form of histograms. As a rst approach, we also use histograms for approximation, but instead of constructing the histogram directly, we rst apply DFT, and then construct the histogram based on the amplitudes of the Fourier coe cients. If we consider the frequency vector of an attribute as a time domain signal then the DFT coe cients represent the frequency characteristics of this signal. We base our histogram construction approach on the end-biased approach 8 , where the most frequent values are stored in the histogram as the rst few values, and the rest are averaged. For many time domain signal distributions, the rst few DFT coe cients dominate the representation of the signal. Thus by storing the rst few DFT coe cients precisely and by averaging the rest of the coe cients in the histogram, the DFT based approach promises to provide a good approximation of the original data frequency distribution.
The second approach is the iterated application of DFT to the frequency distribution values modulo the phase information which allows a logarithmic size representation of a given vector. The algorithms based on this method are our main contribution. The rst version of this method called Self Join using Absolute Value (SJAV) is exact for self join operations. For arbitrary join operations it provides an upper bound on the size of the join, we refer to this as Approximation by Absolute Value (AAV). The generalizations of AAV , Tree Approximation Algorithms (TAA) and Tree Approximation Algorithms with Truncation (TAAT) are built upon a binary tree representation of the vectors obtained through the iterated application of the DFT. TAA uses AAV as a subprocedure at the lower levels of the tree, whereas TAAT is obtained by truncating the tree at an appropriate level. Both TAA and TAAT provide a spectrum of algorithms that interpolate storage requirements versus accuracy of the estimates obtained.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we summarize the previous work on the problem. In section 3 we give the problem statement. In Section 4 we present fundamental properties of the DFT that are used in our algorithms. The algorithms are developed in Sections 5, 6 and 7. We evaluate the performance of the algorithms in Section 8 and conclude the paper in Section 9.
Related Work
Several techniques (histogram based, parametric and sampling based) have been proposed in the literature for estimating query result sizes. The survey by Mannino, Chu and Sager is a good reference on the early work on database size estimation 11 . These techniques present various trade-o s in terms of storage, precision, run-time overhead, and make varying assumptions about the distribution of the underlying data.
Histogram Techniques
Histogram based techniques 12;6 depend on the underlying data distribution. They do not make any assumptions about the characteristics of the data distribution. They scan the database to extract summary information about the data distribution and store this information into a histogram. Since the nature of this technique is static, as the underlying data changes, the histograms should be reconstructed to re ect these changes. Histograms are the most commonly used techniques in practice 6 and a signi cant amount of work is done on histogram based estimation techniques. Ioannidis and Poosala made use of types of histograms called serial and end-biased histograms 8 . Later on they identi ed several key properties that characterize histograms and provided a taxonomy of histograms based on these properties 16 . Most recent work on histogram based techniques are on histogram maintenance 4 and multi-dimensional histogram construction 15 .
Parametric Techniques
Parametric techniques use parameterized mathematical distributions, e.g. uniform, Zipf, to estimate query result sizes 18;2 . The assumption is that the underlying data follows the a priori selected distribution model. The main advantage of these methods is that they do not require much storage and they have a very small run time overhead. On the other hand, in case of large updates the precomputed distribution parameters may not re ect the distribution characteristics anymore and need to be re-computed. In addition, actual data may or may not follow the selected distribution model.
Sampling Techniques
Sampling based techniques compute their estimations at run time (query optimization time) by sampling and processing data from the database 5;10 . They do not store any summary information in the database. Thus they do not require any storage space for estimation and do not incur any preprocessing overhead for estimation. In addition, they re ect the most up to date information about the state of the database. The estimation error can be bound by selecting an appropriate sample size using the well-known theory of statistics. On the other hand, the estimation is done per query and no information is stored for future reference. Thus they incur the cost repeatedly.
Problem Formulation
We rst describe the problem of join size estimation in databases. The development and motivation closely follows that of Ioannidis and Poosala 6;8 . Consider a database with relations R 0 ; R 1 ; : : : ; R n . Let a i , a i+1 be attributes of relation R i .
A tree function-free equality-join query Q is de ned as Q = (R 0 :a 1 = R 1 :a 1 and R 1 :a 2 = R 2 :a 2 and : : : andR n?1 :a n = R n :a n ):
The attributes a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a n are called join attributes. Relations R i , 2 i n ? 1 participate in Q with two attributes a i and a i+1 and relations R 0 and R n with one attribute, a 1 and a n respectively.
In order to optimize the execution of query Q, the size S of the resulting relation must be estimated. Frequency matrices T i keep track of the joint-frequency distribution of attributes a i and a i+1 of R i . An exact expression for S is the matrix product S = T 0 T 1 : : : T n ; (1) but the storage of the frequency matrices and exact computation of this product is too costly.
We follow the common assumption of attribute independence formulated in 
Preliminaries
The main motivation for our approach is the use of DFT based techniques to estimate each of the factors in (2), and therefore (1) . DFT has been used in various estimation problems in database research such as dimension reduction for searching as well as indexing high dimensional data 1;17 . 
DFT Based Histograms
As mentioned earlier, histograms are the most commonly used techniques in query result size estimation. In this section, we present DFT based histogram techniques for the query result size estimation problem. We start with a brief review of database histograms based on Poosala et al. 16 .
Database Histograms
A histogram on an attribute X is constructed by partitioning the data distribution T into mutually disjoint subsets called buckets and approximating the frequencies and values in each bucket in some common fashion. In order to construct a histogram on an attribute X, the frequency information for each attribute value is computed (either by scanning the whole relation or by sampling). Then the < value; frequency > tuples of attribute X are used in the construction. Histograms are characterized by the following properties (the terminology is from Poosala et al. V-Optimal-End-Biased(F,F) is a histogram which places some of the highest and some of the lowest source parameter values in individual buckets and average out the remaining ones in a bucket (partition constraint) and < value; frequency > tuples are sorted based on frequencies (F) and bucketization is applied using again frequencies (F) as source parameter. MaxDi (V,F) is a histogram which places a bucket boundary between two source parameter values that are adjacent (in sort parameter order) if the di erence between these values is one of the ? 1 largest such di erences where is the number of buckets. It sorts < value; frequency > tuples based on attribute values (V), and uses frequencies (F) as source parameter. An important characteristics of V-Optimal(F,F) histograms is that they have been proven optimal for tree equality-join queries 8 . On the other hand nding a V-Optimal(F,F) histogram is computationally expensive. Instead Ioannidis and Poosala use V-Optimal-End-Biased(F,F) histograms which are practically easier to construct and are close to optimal histograms in most cases 
Construction of DFT Based End-Biased Histograms
We now develop end-biased histograms using the absolute values of DFT coe cients. Other classes of DFT based histograms could similarly be constructed, e.g., DFT based MaxDi . In the case of End-Biased(F,F) histograms, in order to nd the optimal histogram, the < value; frequency > vector is sorted based on the frequency order and then bucketization is applied on this sorted vector. In the case of DFT based end-biased histogram development, the < value; frequency > vector is kept in the attribute value order. The reason is that in the end-biased histograms, when the frequency values are sorted, the correspondence between attribute values and the frequencies are preserved. But in the DFT domain, the individual DFT coe cients do not have a direct relation with the individual attribute values. For example, consider an attribute a with a frequency vector X. Then the frequency value x i corresponds to the attribute value a i , but when we considerX, the DFT of X, then the entryx i does not have a direct relation with the attribute value a i .
That implies that in nding a result size S by using DFT based histograms, the At this point, since we do not deal with individual attribute value correspondences, applying this operation does not cause any error in the process. Furthermore, in deciding the optimal end-biased histogram, we ignore duplications in the jXj and nd the optimal bucketization by treating duplicates as one number. This increases the accuracy of the approximation by introducing less error due to averaging within the multi-valued bucket. The optimal bucketization for DFT based end-biased histogram is shown in Figure 5 . Based on this bucketization, we construct our DFT based end-biased histogram as in Figure 6 .
Notice that, unlike the End-Biased(F,F) histograms discussed previously, we do not show any correspondence between bucket values and the actual attribute values. This implies that by using DFT based end-biased histograms we do not store this correspondence information, thus we save in storage compared to the original End-Biased(F,F) histograms. 6 . Development of Iterated DFT based Algorithms 6.1. Self Join using Absolute Values of DFT Coe cients
In this subsection we present the iterated DFT based approximation approach. We start by motivating our approach by using the simple case of a self join, i.e. when a relation is joined with itself on the same attribute. We start with the self join case because it is simple and motivates our general approach. Furthermore, the self join is of particular interest for any application where a dataset is joined with itself on an attribute to nd items that share a particular characteristic. This arises in several scienti c dataset applications. For example consider a hydrological set of data samples taken over a time period of ocean temperatures. A scientist may be interested in identifying various datasets that share the same temperature. Our approach is particularly e cient for such queries.
Consider a relation R with an attribute a and let X be the frequency vector of a. We will assume for ease of representation that X is N-dimensional where N is of the form of N = 2 k ? 1 for some integer k. The size S of the result for self join is the inner product of the frequency vector X by itself, i.e. < X; X >. Using Parseval's identity in the form (4) 
This reduces the calculation of the desired sum on the left of (7) to the calculation of P N+1 2 i=2 jx i j 2 : This latter sum is the inner product of the (N ? 1)=2-dimensional vector X 1 = (jx 2 j; jx 3 j; : : : ; jx (N +1)=2 j) by itself. Since this vector is also real, we can take its DFT and iterate this process by using Parseval's identity and (7) at each step. When N = 2 k ? 1, the next vector to be considered has (N ? 1)=2 = 2 k?1 ? 1 elements, the one after that 2 k?2 ? 1, and so on. Therefore this process ends in k = log(N + 1) ? 1 iterations. Let X 0 = X and de ne X j to be the real vector X j = (x j1 ; x j2 ; : : : ; x jNj ) of length N j = 2 k?j ? 1 obtained after the j-th iteration, where the j-th iteration consists of taking the DFT of the N j?1 -st dimensional real vector X j?1 , and consequently setting X j = (jx j?1;2 j; jx j?1;3 j; : : : ; jx j?1;Nj+1 j).
Letx 01 =x 1 , and letx j1 be the rst element of the DFTX j of the vector X j . By iterating (7), we obtain the sequence of nonnegative real numbers By using these representative values for X, and using (8), we calculate < X; X > =x The self join algorithm using absolute values calculates the exact size of the self join. This is quite signi cant since all prior algorithms can only provide an approximation to the size of the resulting set. Consider again our hydrology example with ocean temperature. If we assume that the range of water temperature is say , only 20 values need to be maintained by the query optimizer.
Approximating the Size of Arbitrary Joins
Unfortunately there is no direct equivalent to equation (6) 
However by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality the sum in (9) This approximation to < X; Y > using SJAV is exact when X = Y . When Y is close in the N-dimensional space to a constant multiple of X, we expect the error in the approximation to be small as a consequence of the equality condition in the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. As the two vectors become more distant in this sense, the error will increase. This crude approximation to < X; Y > has some remarkable asymptotic properties which we mention in Section 6 where we present our experimental results. What we refer to as the Approximation by Absolute Value (AAV) algorithm is outlined in Figure 8 . 
Improving AAV: Tree Based Algorithms
AAV is a technique that gives us an upper bound for the inner product of two real vectors, which is exact for self join operations. Now we use AAV as a subroutine to develop more accurate approximation by means of a tree based structure. This results in a sequence of methods called Tree Approximation Algorithms (TAA l ), one for every l ranging from 0 to k ? 1. This approach exploits the form of Parseval's identity given in equation (4) Figure 9 . For this example we need to store two lists AAV (h( )) and AAV (h( )) of length 2 each, plus the numberx 01 that is computed at the root of the tree. The structure of the total list to be stored for X is itself a tree which is depicted on the right side of Figure 9 . Since the calculation at the root of the tree in Figure 9 is exact and the application of the approximate AAV algorithm starts at level l = 1 of the tree, this algorithm is denoted by TAA 1 . Note that AAV can be viewed as the special case TAA 0 , starting the application at level 0. We see that this immediately generalizes to arbitrary level l, and results in an algorithm TAA l for l = 0; 1; : : :; k ?1 in which the data is exact up to level l and the AAV algorithm is applied to the vectors at the next level. As a boundary case, we set AAV (X)=X if X is a vector of length 1.
Example 6 Continuing with the vector X of the previous examples, the application of TAA 2 in which we use AAV after level l = 2 gives the tree structure of Figure 10 . The generation of the representative data in the form of a tree for a real vector X using algorithm TAA l can be described recursively in Figure 11 .
Tree Approximation Algorithms and the TAA Product
In the above, we presented the TAA l technique to extract a new set of representative data for a vector. In this process, by delaying the application of AAV i.e. increasing the value of l, we will be storing more exact data and hence the approximation based on this data will result in more accurate estimations. In this TAA data generation Algorithm TAA algorithm at level l for the approximation of result sizes of join operations can be described succinctly in terms of the TAA product. This is shown in Figure 12 . We give an example for the calculation of the approximation to < X; Y > using the TAA product of the trees T X and T Y for l = 2.
Example 7 Take X as in the previous examples. The tree T X produced by algorithm TAA 2 for X is as given on the right hand side of Figure 10 
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Note that as indicated in part 2. of Theorem 2, the number of elements to be stored when the family of algorithms TAA is used varies from k = log(N + 1) for l = 0, to N for l = k ? 1. Thus it is not surprising that the resulting size of a join operation can be exactly calculated using the full tree obtained for l = k ? 1. This is because the number of elements stored as T k?1 X for the representation of each vector in this case is N, and there are no savings in terms of space. Figure 14 shows the improvement in the approximation as the level l increases in the TAA approach. Fifty pairs of vectors X; Y of dimension N = 2 10 ? 1 were generated with uniformly random real entries between 0 and 1. TAA l was run for levels l = 0; 1; : : :; 9. The number of elements stored for the corresponding algorithms is given on the horizontal axis. Vertical axis is the average relative error of the corresponding approximation.
Tree Approximation Algorithms with Truncation
In the TAA algorithms we stored the rst DFT coe cients of vectors at each level exactly up to level l, and subsequently used the AAV algorithm to get an approximation for the vectors from that level on. From Theorem 2 we know that AAV gives an upper bound for the inner product, and consequently the algorithms TAA l are all upper bounds.
An alternative approach is to remove the application of AAV after level l in TAA l , and approximate the result size by using only the rst DFT coe cients of vectors in the tree up to level l. From this level on, instead of applying the AAV to the rest of the vectors, we approximate them by zero. In this way the resulting approximation is no longer an upper bound, as the nonnegative quantities contributed in the application of AAV down the tree are eliminated. The resulting family of algorithms indexed by level l is called Tree Approximation Algorithms with Truncation (TAAT). To apply TAAT l , we go down l levels in the tree and store the 2 l+1 ?1 values of the partial tree generated. Thus TAAT is in general more e cient in terms of storage than the TAA. The algorithm for using TAAT l to compute an approximation to < X; Y > is similar to that of TAA. The approximation is given by the TAA product of the trees T l X and T l Y as de ned in (10) , but the summation is only up to level l instead of k ? 1, i.e. the approximation is given by l X j=0 2 j < Vec j (T X ); Vec j (T Y ) > :
Performance Evaluation
In this section we experimentally evaluate the errors due to our approximation techniques. For the purpose of comparison, we will compare our algorithms with V-Optimal-End-Biased(F,F) (EB) and MaxDi (V,F) (MD) histograms. As we pointed out earlier V-Optimal-End-Biased(F,F) histograms are practically optimal histograms for tree equality-join queries. This approach is practical in terms of computation time and gives very good approximations 8;14 (unlike the V-Optimal(F,F) method, which gives even better approximations, but is computationally impractical for large vector sizes 8 ). MaxDi histograms are shown to be very e ective for selectivity estimation queries and therefore are also expected to perform well for tree equality-join queries. Although one can construct MaxDi histograms using di erent sort and source parameters (i.e. MaxDi (F,F), MaxDi (V,A), etc.), the one we selected above best suits to our settings.
The rst set of experiments are designed for estimating a worse case upper bound on the size of a relation resulting from a join operation. This case is referred to as the maximal result size 6 . Given two frequency vectors X and Y , of the attributes involved in a join operation, the maximal result size can be obtained by sorting the two frequency vectors and assuming that the frequency values at the corresponding entries in the sorted vectors correspond to the same attribute values.
First we used DFT-based histograms to approximate the maximal result case. For the experiments we used synthetic data from two di erent data distributions, namely Random Data (generated from a uniform distribution) and Zipf Data. For the former, we generated frequency vectors using a random number generator that gives uniformly distributed random numbers within the range 0,1]. For the latter, we used Zipf distributions with di erent z parameter values. In both cases we ran 50 experiments with data vectors of size 2 8 ? 1. Figure 15(a) shows the results for random data and Figure 15(b) shows the results for the Zipf data. In both cases DFT based histograms perform the best. In the case of random data, the performance of EB and MD is almost identical. In both cases, EB and MD histograms with one bucket perform better than DFT based histograms. Figure 16 (a) AAV performs much better than EB and MD and its accuracy improves as the size of the vector increases. Since the error due to EB and MD is always negative, the gures plot the graphs with the error sign. AAV , on the other hand, always gives a positive error since it gives an upper bound for the worse case. This is more appropriate for upper bound approximations. For the Zipf data, we generated frequency vectors by xing z 1 for the rst vector X to 1.0 and varied z 2 for the second vector Y from 0.0 to 2.0. Figure 16 (b) shows that as before AAV always gives an upper bound on the error for the maximal result case. A common observation is that as predicted, whenever the data distribution of the two vectors are close to each other, i.e., z 1 is close to z 2 , the error using AAV becomes smaller, and whenever the value of z 2 increases, the approximation is worse. EB performs best when the data distribution is quite skewed, i.e., for large values of z. In contrast, when z is in the range 0 to 1, AAV 's performance is superior with relatively small errors. MD performs the worst, though its performance improves for high values of z 2 . Finally, we compared the three techniques on multiple relation join queries rang- for Zipf data. Again, the approximation error due to AAV is signi cantly less than for EB and MD for maximal result size approximation for multiple join operations. EB and MD histograms perform identical for this case. Above we have seen that AAV performs well for the maximal result size case. In order to evaluate the performance of TAA we applied it to approximate the size of the relation resulting from a join operation for the average case. We ran experiments on random data with frequency vectors of length 2 k ? 1 for k = 5; 6; : : :; 12 ( Figure 18 ). Interestingly, we observe that when the AAV (= TAA 0 ) algorithm is applied, the ratio of the approximation to the exact result is asymptotically 4/3 as N tends to in nity a . Consequently for large N, we expect 3/4 of the result obtained by AAV to be a better approximation on the average, although not necessarily an upper bound any longer. Figure 18 MD results in less error in most of the cases. However, TAA is still an upper bound on the size of the join and hence can be considered a more reliable approximation, since it never underestimates the size of the join. This may be particularly important if these estimates are used for time or space allocation (an underestimate of size may cause an application to run out of memory).
In the case of TAAT (Figure 18(b) ), we observe that the errors incurred by TAAT are very close to that of EB and MD. This is in accordance with the expectation that since TAAT ignores the nonnegative contribution of AAV , its approximation should be closer to the exact value.
The algorithms TAA l are not suitable for unimodal distributions with sharp peaks. In the Zipf distribution for example, there are only a few values which are quite high relative to the rest. This behavior makes it especially suitable for EB since these large values are kept in separate buckets and the immaterial part averaged out. The DFT on the other hand is insensitive to the position of high values in the time domain.
Conclusion
We developed DFT-based algorithms for estimating the size of relations resulting from join operations. DFT has previously been used in database systems for reducing the dimensionality of high-dimensional data, thus making it more suitable for current index structures. In this paper, we used several properties of DFT to reduce the size of the transformed frequency vector, while still providing good approximations for the size of join operations. The resulting algorithms present a spectrum of tradeo s between storage requirements and accuracy. Our rst algorithm transforms the frequency distribution values of the join attribute using DFT, and then uses the end-biased approach to construct a histogram based on the amplitudes of the Fourier coe cients. Our experiments demonstrate that this approach is particularly accurate in estimating the worst case upper bound of the size of the join operation. We then developed iterated DFT-based algorithms. For the case of self join, we developed an exact algorithm, SJAV , for size calculation using only logarithmic space. This is particularly important for several scienti c applications that require self join. For the more general case of joining di erent relations, we developed AAV . TAA is an iterative, tree-based algorithm where exact calculation is used up to a certain level, and then AAV is used for approximation. TAA interpolates in terms of accuracy and storage requirements between AAV at one extreme to exact calculation on the other, while space requirements increase from logarithmic to linear. Finally, TAAT was developed by truncating the nonnegative contributions of AAV , and thus providing better size approximations. Our experimental results support our conclusions. In particular, both AAV and TAA provide fairly accurate maximal size estimates for a variety of dataset distributions. This is especially the case for dataset that are most highly skewed (Zipf with 0 z 1:5).
For the average case estimates, TAA provides a reasonable approximation while still guaranteeing that the estimate is an upper bound. TAAT, on the other hand, provides comparable approximations to prior algorithms for uniformly distributed 20 data.
